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Over 1,200 articles--thoroughly cross-referenced and indexed--create a comprehensive treatment of

psychology from a Christian viewpoint.
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A classic has just become better! The substantial content of this new edition will make it an even

more useful treasure-house of information for the Christian mental health professional. -- James R.

Beck, Denver SeminaryA substantial and beautifully presented encyclopedia covering the main

areas of applied psychology, written entirely from a Christian perspective. As a reference volume, it

is skillfully cross-referenced for ease of access to related topics -- --first edition-- John H. Court,

Journal of Christian HealingAn all-star cast of Christian psychologists offer state-of-the-art synopses

of their fields major concepts, theories, and therapies. A valuable resource for any Christian student,

scholar, or practitioner of psychology. -- David Myers, professor of psychology, Hope CollegeI have

always held this work in the highest regard and consider it to be one of the decades most invaluable

resources. It is exceptionally comprehensive, and the second edition even surpasses the first. What

I particularly value about the encyclopedia is that it is a phenomenal resource for integrating

psychology and theology. The contributors are all outstandingly integrative and not only present the

facts about psychology but critique these facts forthrightly and helpfully. Any Christian concerned for

the truth about the human condition, not just those in the helping professions, will find this



outstanding publication a great resource. I certainly have. Aside from its value to Christians I believe

the encyclopedia is also a great resource for all psychologists and counselors. In fact I have

recommended it to some of my non-Christian contacts on several occasions. -- Archibald D. Hart,

Ph.D., FPPR., professor of psychology, Fuller Theological SeminaryIn these postmodern days,

mental health professionals have suddenly gained interest in the spiritual, but many seem to be

ethereal meanderers desperately in need of theological roots. This volume provides counselors,

pastors, educators, and students with relevant information solidly rooted in Christian theology and

well-established psychological principles. Covering a wide range of topics - from advice giving to

ethnic identity - each entry is authored by a respected professional with a Christian worldview. The

Baker Encyclopedia of Psychology and Counseling should be the standard desk reference book for

Christians working in mental health and pastoral care -- Mark R. McMinn, Ph.D.; Dr. Arthur P. Rech

and Mrs. Jean May Rech Professor of Psychology, Director, Doctoral Program in Clinical

Psychology, Wheaton CollegeThe second edition of The Baker Encyclopedia of Psychology and

Counseling, written from a Christian perspective, is a great resource and reference work. Editors

David Benner and Peter Hill are to commended for a job well done! -- Siang-Yang Tan, professor of

Psychology, Fuller Theological SeminaryThis is a monumental work! It is finely organized

(alphabetically), well summarized, and complete--a collection of definitions and concise

explanations of both psychiatric and psychological theories and persons. It is accurate, well

documented, and highly readable, and its biblical perspective gives it special usefulness for

Christian therapists. The Baker Encyclopedia of Psychology and Counseling is a necessity for

ministers, counselors, and students of the mental health sciences. -- Grace H. Ketterman, M.D.This

is truly a gold mine of information for the pastor and student of theology and Christian ministry --

--frist edition--Charles H. Zimmerman, Biblical Theological Seminary Booklist

David G. Benner (Ph.D., York University; C.Psych., College of Psychologists of Ontario) is professor

of psychology at Redeemer College. Dr. Benner serves as chief psychologist for a childrenâ€™s

mental health center and is the founding director of the Institute for Psychospiritual Health

(www.redeemer.on.ca/~iph). He has written numerous books, including Strategic Pastoral

Counseling and Care of Souls. Peter C. Hill (Ph.D., University of Houston) teaches psychology at

Grove City College; he has published a number of scholarly articles.

Extremely helpful resource for psychology from a Christian perspective. Entries usually cover: 1) the

history of the subject within the field of psychology; 2) contemporary thoughts on the subject



(keeping in mind the book was put together in 1999); and what the Bible has to say about the

subject. As a Christian reference, the book is very valuable. For an undergrad psych major, the

book is nearly invaluable. Great as a stand alone purchase or addition to the Baker Reference

series, if you're still trying to collect all of these phenomenal yet now out of print works. As a side,

there is 1985 version of the book (Â Baker Encyclopedia of Psychology) that sells for much much

cheaper than this one. Might be worth checking out if you want to see if the book is worth the

$50-60 people are charging for this one.Other helpful introductory psychology books include:Â The

Psychology Book (Big Ideas Simply Explained),The APA Dictionary of Psychology, andÂ Modern

Psychotherapies: A Comprehensive Christian Appraisal (Christian Association for Psychological

Studies Partnership).

Far better than DSM

Buying this book may be able to do one of my assignment with ease and comfort.

good and fast delivery

A treasure trove of balanced views on the human condition. I have found myself going to it again

and again in my work. Excellent.

I confess I wouldn't have completed my undergrad counseling degree at a Christian college, John

Wesley College, without having this book as a reference. Nor would I have completed my MA in

Marriage & Family Therapy at Reformed Theological Seminary without the insights on every topic

within the Baker Encylopedia of Psychology & Counseling (and its previous edition). No other

reference book has the extensive data on everything plus a non-denominational Christian frame on

the counseling and psychology topics therein. Overall, it proved itself to be "fair and balanced"

between the secular and Biblical perspectives. Whenever I seemed stuck on how to start a research

paper or how to understand a psychological concept (like Indirect Hypnotherapy), this book was a

godsend. I do have one regret ... I never secured an invitation to contribute an article in it. I'd have

been honored to associate my name with it! Highly endorsed!

This book is great for references especially for students needing help with Religion, counseling, and

Bible college courses.
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